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Summary. In the article we have shown that there exist universal classes, i.e. there
are sets which are closed w.r.t. basic set theory operations.
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The articles [12], [8], [13], [4], [9], [11], [14], [6], [7], [2], [3], [1], [5], and [10] provide the notation
and terminology for this paper.

We use the following convention:m is a cardinal number,A, B, C are ordinal numbers, andx, y,
X, Y, W are sets.

Let us note that every set which is a Tarski class is also subset-closed.
Let X be a set. Observe thatT(X) is a Tarski class.
We now state four propositions:

(1) If W is subset-closed andX ∈W, thenX 6≈W andX < W .

(3)1 If W is a Tarski class andx∈W andy∈W, then{x} ∈W and{x,y} ∈W.

(4) If W is a Tarski class andx∈W andy∈W, then〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈W.

(5) If W is a Tarski class andX ∈W, thenT(X)⊆W.

The schemeTC concerns a unary predicateP , and states that:
For everyX holdsP [T(X)]

provided the following requirement is met:
• For everyX such thatX is a Tarski class holdsP [X].

One can prove the following propositions:

(6) If W is a Tarski class andA∈W, then succA∈W andA⊆W.

(7) If A∈ T(W), then succA∈ T(W) andA⊆ T(W).

(8) If W is subset-closed andX is transitive andX ∈W, thenX ⊆W.

(9) If X is transitive andX ∈ T(W), thenX ⊆ T(W).

(10) If W is a Tarski class, then OnW = W .

(11) OnT(W) = T(W) .

(12) If W is a Tarski class andX ∈W, thenX ∈W.

1 The proposition (2) has been removed.
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(13) If X ∈ T(W), thenX ∈ T(W).

(14) If W is a Tarski class andx∈ W , thenx∈W.

(15) If x∈ T(W) , thenx∈ T(W).

(16) If W is a Tarski class andm< W , thenm∈W.

(17) If m< T(W) , thenm∈ T(W).

(18) If W is a Tarski class andm∈W, thenm⊆W.

(19) If m∈ T(W), thenm⊆ T(W).

(20) If W is a Tarski class, thenW is a limit ordinal number.

(21) If W is a Tarski class andW 6= /0, thenW 6= 0 andW 6= /0 andW is a limit ordinal number.

(22) T(W) 6= 0 andT(W) 6= /0 andT(W) is a limit ordinal number.

In the sequelL is a transfinite sequence.
Next we state a number of propositions:

(23) If W is a Tarski class and ifX ∈W andW is transitive orX ∈W andX ⊆W or X < W
andX ⊆W, thenWX ⊆W.

(24) If X ∈ T(W) andW is transitive orX ∈ T(W) andX⊆ T(W) or X < T(W) andX⊆ T(W),
thenT(W)X ⊆ T(W).

(25) If domL is a limit ordinal number and for everyA such thatA∈ domL holdsL(A) = RA,
thenRdomL =

⋃
L.

(26) If W is a Tarski class andA∈OnW, thenRA < W andRA ∈W.

(27) If A∈OnT(W), thenRA < T(W) andRA ∈ T(W).

(28) If W is a Tarski class, thenR
W
⊆W.

(29) R
T(W)

⊆ T(W).

(30) If W is a Tarski class and transitive andX ∈W, then rk(X) ∈W.

(31) If W is a Tarski class and transitive, thenW ⊆ R
W

.

(32) If W is a Tarski class and transitive, thenR
W

= W.

(33) If W is a Tarski class andA∈OnW, thenRA ≤ W .

(34) If A∈OnT(W), thenRA ≤ T(W) .

(35) If W is a Tarski class, thenW = R
W

.

(36) T(W) = R
T(W)

.

(37) If W is a Tarski class andX ⊆ R
W

, thenX ≈ R
W

or X ∈ R
W

.

(38) If X ⊆ R
T(W)

, thenX ≈ R
T(W)

or X ∈ R
T(W)

.

(39) If W is a Tarski class, thenR
W

is a Tarski class.

(40) R
T(W)

is a Tarski class.
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(41) If X is transitive andA∈ rk(X), then there existsY such thatY ∈ X and rk(Y) = A.

(42) If X is transitive, thenrk(X) ≤ X .

(43) If W is a Tarski class andX is transitive andX ∈W, thenX ∈ R
W

.

(44) If X is transitive andX ∈ T(W), thenX ∈ R
T(W)

.

(45) If W is transitive, thenR
T(W)

is a Tarski class ofW.

(46) If W is transitive, thenR
T(W)

= T(W).

Let I1 be a set. We say thatI1 is universal if and only if:

(Def. 1) I1 is transitive and a Tarski class.

Let us mention that every set which is universal is also transitive and a Tarski class and every
set which is transitive and a Tarski class is also universal.

Let us mention that there exists a set which is universal and non empty.
A universal class is a universal non empty set.
In the sequelU1, U2, U3, U4 are universal classes.
We now state three propositions:

(50)2 OnU4 is an ordinal number.

(51) If X is transitive, thenT(X) is universal.

(52) T(U4) is a universal class.

Let us considerU4. One can check that OnU4 is ordinal andT(U4) is universal.
We now state the proposition

(53) T(A) is universal.

Let us considerA. Observe thatT(A) is universal.
The following propositions are true:

(54) U4 = ROnU4.

(55) OnU4 6= /0 and OnU4 is a limit ordinal number.

(56) U1 ∈U2 or U1 = U2 or U2 ∈U1.

(57) U1 ⊆U2 or U2 ∈U1.

(58) U1 andU2 are⊆-comparable.

(59) If U1 ∈U2 andU2 ∈U3, thenU1 ∈U3.

(61)3 U1∪U2 is a universal class andU1∩U2 is a universal class.

(62) /0 ∈U4.

(63) If x∈U4, then{x} ∈U4.

(64) If x∈U4 andy∈U4, then{x,y} ∈U4 and〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈U4.

(65) If X ∈U4, then 2X ∈U4 and
⋃

X ∈U4 and
⋂

X ∈U4.

(66) If X ∈U4 andY ∈U4, thenX∪Y ∈U4 andX∩Y ∈U4 andX \Y ∈U4 andX−. Y ∈U4.

2 The propositions (47)–(49) have been removed.
3 The proposition (60) has been removed.
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(67) If X ∈U4 andY ∈U4, then[:X, Y :] ∈U4 andYX ∈U4.

In the sequelu, v denote elements ofU4.
Let us considerU1. One can verify that there exists an element ofU1 which is non empty.
Let us considerU4, u. Then{u} is an element ofU4. Then 2u is a non empty element ofU4.

Then
⋃

u is an element ofU4. Then
⋂

u is an element ofU4. Let us considerv. Then{u,v} is an
element ofU4. Then〈〈u, v〉〉 is an element ofU4. Thenu∪ v is an element ofU4. Thenu∩ v is an
element ofU4. Thenu\ v is an element ofU4. Thenu−. v is an element ofU4. Then[:u, v:] is an
element ofU4. Thenvu is an element ofU4.

The universal classU0 is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) U0 = T( /0).

One can prove the following three propositions:

(69)4 Rω = ω .

(70) Rω is a Tarski class.

(71) U0 = Rω.

The universal classU1 is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) U1 = T(U0).

Let X be a set. One can verify thatX∗∈ is transitive.
Let X be a transitive set. Observe thatT(X) is transitive.
Let A be an ordinal number. Observe thatRA is transitive.
Let X be a set. The functor Universeclosure(X) yielding a universal class is defined by:

(Def. 4) X ⊆ Universeclosure(X) and for every universal classY such that X ⊆ Y holds
Universeclosure(X)⊆Y.

A set of a finite rank is an element ofU0. A Setis an element ofU1. Let us considerA. The
functorUA is defined by the condition (Def. 5).

(Def. 5) There existsL such that

(i) UA = lastL,

(ii) domL = succA,

(iii) L( /0) = U0,

(iv) for everyC such that succC∈ succA holdsL(succC) = T(L(C)), and

(v) for everyC such thatC∈ succA andC 6= /0 andC is a limit ordinal number holdsL(C) =
Universeclosure(

⋃
(L�C)).

Let us considerA. One can verify thatUA is universal and non empty.
One can prove the following propositions:

(75)5 U /0 = U0.

(76) UsuccA = T(UA).

(77) U1 = U1.

(78) If A 6= /0 andA is a limit ordinal number and domL = A and for everyB such thatB∈ A
holdsL(B) = UB, thenUA = Universeclosure(

⋃
L).

(79) U0 ⊆U4 andT( /0)⊆U4 andU /0 ⊆U4.

(80) A∈ B iff UA ∈ UB.

(81) If UA = UB, thenA = B.

(82) A⊆ B iff UA ⊆ UB.

4 The proposition (68) has been removed.
5 The propositions (72)–(74) have been removed.
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